This special session honoring Ken's life and work provides an opportunity to reflect on his legacy. I arrived in Ken's lab in 1991 where he had recently demonstrated information beyond 4 Å resolution in TEM images of glucose-embedded tubulin zinc-sheets [1], moving forward from previous intriguing negative stain studies [2, 3] . Despite intimidating technical limitations, Ken was certain that the goal of an atomic-resolution tubulin structure was achievable by electron crystallography. Years later, that goal was achieved, guided by Ken's fearless leadership [4] . He taught by example the best things one can learn about the scientific life; deep curiosity, lack of fear to try new things, and simple joy in doing good work.
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Ken's list of publications is fascinating ( Fig. 1 ). Besides his huge contribution in tubulin and microtubule structures, Ken was interested in far-ranging subjects ranging from materials sciences to biology, and in technique development. Particularly interesting for me is to find his long-term interest in spectroscopy [5] [6] [7] , and his pioneering attempts to reveal chemical content in cryogenically preserved cells [6] . At a Symposium held in Ken's honor in 2014 (Fig. 2) [8] , he talked about the privilege of being able to study whatever interested him, and he touched on some of his more unusual projects, including a decelerator for CCD cameras [9] , polymer studies for energy applications [7] , and more. I will present previous results [10, 11] and new studies of mineral storage deposits in the mitochondria of mammalian and other eukaryotic cells, by cryoSTEM tomography (CSTET) [12, 13] and on-the-spot chemical characterization by EDX. STEM imaging mode allows for quantification of elemental content in intact cells [14, 15] , and it is fundamental to development of aloof spectroscopy techniques [16, 17] , which hold great promise for biological materials. The development of this work, in my mind, is a natural extension of the important lessons learned from my wonderful mentor, Ken Downing. 
